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INTRO
Assuming I would produce something in my
cellar, that looks and
feels like money, but actually is not money, may I
anyway spread it around
to people? I will put it
differently: may I deal
with ten other people, as
if I were faithfully taking
care of their hard earned
savings, although I had
lost nine of their deposited capitals... as long as I
manage that perfectly?
Where we throw every
little criminal into jail
with high penalties, we
still pay our banks interests and compound interests. We rather bleed to
death as whole states before we cry out: stop!
What a huge deception!
We are being destroyed
here in excessive debts
caused
by
interest,
caused alone by the fact
that a small group of
people managed to play
a trick in larger than life
format. Who exactly has
deceived us? What are
their names? Where do
they live? Where do they
come from? There is
only one way to save the
deceived people – let’s
put them behind bars!
Ivo Sasek

Money is created out of nothing
bub. Most people think that
money is printed and created
by the national government,
whenever desired. The truth is
that only 2% of the money in
circulation are coins and notes
produced by the government.
Where then do the other 98%
come from? The answer: Money, without exceptions, is created by credits! Which means:
banks let „imaginary money“
come into existence by granting credits to states, companies and private persons
through the respective issuing
bank or national bank. This
money, not existing as real

coins or notes but only “on
accounts”, disappears again as
soon as the credit is paid back.
Our financial system allows
banks to grant credits nearly
without limits. That is called
fractional credit system. The
fraction (part) for credit-granting is the bank deposit or the
pledged safety of a citizen at
the bank. Because of this bank
deposit/pledge, the bank can
create at the particular issuing
/national bank an incredible
total of up to ninefold the
amount as new credit, and can
lend it again for interest. This
creating of credits without cor-

Trying to change the banking-system –
at the risk of one's life?
bub. The ordinary citizen assumes in general that the national banks belong to the state.
However, the word “national”
may no longer belie the fact that
many national banks are in private possession. In the past, five
men tried to return the privilege
to create money back to the
state. While doing that the first
of them barely escaped murder.
The four to follow where murdered still in the midst of their
campaign.
U 1863: Thomas J. Jackson
(U.S. general). The attempt to
murder him failed. Nevertheless it is not excluded that his
later death was planned, too.
(He was shot at in mistake, and
died shortly after because of an
infection).
U 1865: Abraham Lincoln
(U.S. president)

U 1881: James A. Garfield
(U.S. president)
U 1963: John F. Kennedy
(U.S. president)
U 1969: Martin V. Mahoney
(U.S. magistrate)
In the case of the first National
Bank of Montgomery1 against
Jerome Daly, he decided that
the execution of a mortgage
was void because, as the bank
itself had to admit, the credit
had been given “out of thin air”.
This had contradicted the still
valid constitution of the founding fathers and its amendments.
This decision was enough to
start a revolution. Half a year
later the magistrate that was
dangerous for the banking system “fell victim to an accident“.
Source:
Lecture by Prof. Dr. H. Wohlmeyer,
1.6.2012, Bildungszentrum Hard (A)

responding service is also
called “Fiat Money“ – „Let
there be money!“ And that out
of nothing!
Hence banks live on demanding payments of interest from
people for “nothing“, which
these even have to guarantee
for. Who made up this unrighteous system? Who legitimized it? How long will we
still tolerate this fraud?
Sources:
Brochure „Geld regiert die Welt –
wer aber eigentlich
regiert das Geld?“,
www.anti-zensur.info/_files/
pdf.anti-zensur.info/
Broschuere_GeldregiertdieWelt.pdf

“He who controls the
money in our country is
the absolute master of
all industries and businesses ... and as soon as
you have understood
that the whole system
can be controlled very
easily, by a few powerful
men at the top, you will
comprehend where the
inflation periods and the
economic depressions
come from.”
James A. Garfield,
US president (1881 – 2 weeks
before his assassination)*
1This

bank is a member of the Federal
Reserve Bank of Minneapolis, ruled by
the Rothschilds. Both Banks are in private possession and part of the Federal
Reserve System (FED). Magistrate
M.V. Mahoney was asked to take the
case after two judges had been rejected
because of prejudice (by one of the
parties in each case).
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The War for Oil
Already on May 22, 2003,
former US president George
W. Bush issued “Executive
Order 13303”, which gives
total immunity to US companies involved in the oil business in Iraq. Because of this
order, these companies do
not have to fear prosecution
because of human rights violations, environmental pollution, fraud, tax evasion or
any other crime. The Jewish
Rothschild/Rockefeller group,

Hungary throws out Monsanto...
today already dic- Hungary’s prime minister ever, are starting sale-wars

which
tates the worldwide oil business, now wants the oil reserves in Iran which are
necessary for a world-oil
monopoly.
Perhaps, in light of these
facts, the war preparations
against Iran can be better explained.

Viktor Orbán expelled
Rockefeller’s
chemical-,
food- and seed giant Monsanto from the country because, unlike in most European countries, genetically
modified seed is forbidden
in Hungary. According to
the vice minister for rural
development (Lajos BogSources: nar), even 400 hectares of
inter info Folge 405 September 2012,
http://www.heise.de/tp/artikel/ land were plowed up, to de15/15395/1.html stroy the genetically modified seed. Orbán, who holds
Netanyahu intensifies threats to attack the Iran
a 2/3 majority in parliament,
hk. Israel’s prime minister near future. Now there re- can count on further support,
Netanyahu warns: “If the mains just one question: dealing with Monsanto. In
world powers do not set Who is going to set clear the meantime, the USA howclear limits to Iran in nucle- limits to Israel that has at
ar politics, his country would least 200 times the nuclear Extreme increase
of miscarriages in Iraq
not hold back.“ More and potential as Iran – if the latmore bluntly he threatens ter had a single atomic In several cities in Iraq there
Iran with war.
bomb?
Source: has been an extreme increase
of deformations in newborns
http://www.kleinezeitung.at/nachrichten/
The escalating rhetorics nurpolitik/3114482/netanyahu- in the last years. “First place”
ture speculations that Israel
verschaerft-Angriffsdrohungenmight attack the Iran in the
gegen-iran.story goes to the city of Fallujah,
which was bombed twice in
2004 with uranium- and phosMixture of peoples promoted by law
phorus ammunition. 45% of
mab. The Nations have been and feeling globally? Now all births there end in miscarmade politically defenceless already all those people, in- riages. And 50% of babies
by anti-racism laws, in order vesting themselves for their born alive suffer from serious
to open every door for unre- national identity are marked deformities and handicaps.
stricted mixture of the peo- much too quickly as racists When you see pictures of
ples. Back in 1955, WHO*- and neo-Nazis. But who ad- these babies, you cannot beCEO G. Brook Chrisholm mits that the worst racists lieve it. So the USA and
wrote in the US-Magazine: prove to be the initiators of Great Britain have, in the
“What people have to do eve- such laws, as they want to search for non-existent weaprywhere is to genetically destroy all our western races ons of mass destruction, demix, so that one race, on one at once?
stroyed a great part of the
earth, under one government Who exactly is so intolerant next several generations
is created.” Doesn’t that mean against all independent races with their own WMDs. Bethat all patriotic thinking that he forces them to join cause in the end all Iraqis
and feeling is lost, in the into a uniform race?
will pay for this mass murder.
Source:
mixing up of various cul- *World Health Organization
http://www.gegenfrage.com/
tures? Why should a uniform
folgen-des-irak-kriegs-extremer-anSource:
person be created, thinking
stieg-von-fehlgeburten/
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in military style against nations which stand up to Monsanto and GMO plants. So it
is not surprising that many
US diplomats work directly
for Monsanto, to convince
other nations of the benefits
of GMO technology. So all
respect to every government
who still cares for the needs
of its country and who, like
Victor Orbán, is ready to pay
a very high price to make a
steadfast countervoice.
Source:
http://pravdatvcom.
wordpress.com/ 2012/09/13/ungarnwirftmonsanto-und-den-iwf-raus/

Closing Point l
First when, as in Iraq,
the dead and maimed
become visible everywhere, we speak of war.
It is time that we understand, that the war has
many faces, and in the
meantime is raging all
over. Because everything that destroys our
foundation of life is
war, whether it comes
as forced immunization,
as world financial deception or in the form
of forced race mixture
and so on. For the
maimed in Iraq every
V&C comes too late,
but not for those
remaining! So
distribute faithfully be an accountable
V&C courier!
Ivo Sasek

The sources were taken from the German edition and may contain German references.
Note by translator: All citations marked with* are re-translated from German into English.
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